53.3a Malgana South of Hamelin's Pool (Herrmann)

Malgana (von B, WHD, AIAS, O'G, 'RLS'), Maldjana (AC, SAW, T, orig. AIAS), Majanna (C), Marlgana (SAW)

Douglas contacted this dialect in 1964. von Brandenstein has more recently surveyed. He maps Tedei in two places - Towrona Station (South Inggarra) and south of Woorama River (Malgana). Only a handful who know the dialect remain today, living at Carnarvon and Denham.

53.3b* Dagurda Middle Murchison River W12 (AIAS W15)

(1wr.) the S.E. border; Hamelin Pool area, south part of Shark's Bay

May mean 'smooth mouth' (von B)

Daguda ('RLS'), Dagurda (AIAS), Takurda (SAW), Taakurda (von B), Nugan (means 'that one' an alternate name - von B)

Unclassified in 'RLS' (1wr.) but Wurm classifies here and von Brandenstein agrees it is related to Malgana. The latter has made brief recordings of songs and stories probably from the last informant.

[53.3b Buluguda ? W9 (AIAS W17)

Buluguda (T, AC, SAW, O'G, 'RLS', AIAS)

Nothing known except the name. ]

53.3c Damala ? W11 (AIAS W16)

'Damala (AC, AIAS), Tamala (O'G, 'RLS', SAW), Tja:nela (T)

Nothing known except the name.

53.3d Wadjandi N.W. of Kalgoorlie, almost due west of Menzies (WHD map); mouth of Murchison River (Herrmann)